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Abstract 

The management of business processes in modern times is rapidly shifting towards being evidence-

based. Business process evaluation indicators tend to focus on process performance only, neglecting the 

definition of indicators to evaluate other concerns of interest in different phases of the business process 

lifecycle. Moreover, they usually do not discuss specifically which data must be collected to calculate 

indicators and whether collecting these data is feasible or not. This paper proposes a business process 

assessment framework focused on the process redesign lifecycle phase and tightly coupled with process 

mining as an operational framework to calculate indicators. The framework includes process 

performance indicators and indicators to assess whether process redesign best practices have been 

applied and to what extent. Both sets of indicators can be calculated using standard process mining 

functionality. This, implicitly, also defines what data must be collected during process execution to 

enable their calculation. The framework is evaluated through case studies and a thorough comparison 

against other approaches in the literature.  

Keywords: Process redesign, best practice, process performance indicator, process mining, case study, 

business process management 



1 Introduction 

Business processes are at the heart of modern organizations and continuously evolve to address 

changing business requirements [1]. Their execution is often supported by advanced business process 

management systems [2], which collect and make the available large amount of data for process analysis 

and improvement [2]. The availability of these data pushes business process (re-)design and 

improvement to become “evidence-based”. Evidence-based management of business processes is 

usually implemented using a set of indicators that capture the relevant aspects of business processes 

and related phases in the process management lifecycle [3].  

While several frameworks defining indicators for business process evaluation have been proposed in 

the literature [3–6], we argue that they suffer from the following two limitations: (i) they assume that 

the data to calculate indicators are available or, in other words, they do not specify in depth which type 

of data should be collected in order to calculate indicators and whether that is feasible, and (ii) they 

only focus on process performance assessment, i.e., they do not provide evidence to analyse and make 

decisions related to the effective implementation of other specific phases of the business process 

management lifecycle, such as business process re-design, as in the case of this paper.  

 

Figure 1 Overview of our methodology 
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This paper proposes a new framework of business process performance indicators that address the 

limitations identified above (see Figure 1). The development of the proposed framework starts from the 

process redesign heuristics suggested by Reijers and Mansar [7]. The methodology includes two sets of 

indicators: (i) one to identify and clearly demonstrate the implementation of the best practice, i.e., Best 

Practice Implementation indicators (BPIs), and (ii) one to assess process improvements yielded by its 

application, i.e., Process Performance Indicators (PPIs). In this way, the proposed methodology gives 

an evidence-based support to the entire business process redesign phase, covering both redesign 

implementation (with BPIs) and more traditional process improvement evaluation (with PPIs). This 

addresses the limitation (ii) identified above.   

The proposed framework considers process mining [8–14] as the underlying evidence-based process 

analysis technology. Therefore, for both types of indicators, we define how they can be calculated using 

process related data, i.e., event logs, using standard process mining functionality [8–14]. In doing so, 

we also implicitly identify what kind of process data must be collected to calculate BPIs and PPIs. This 

addresses limitation (i) of process performance indicators in the literature, by providing a clear link 

between BPIs & PPIs and the technology for calculating them objectively, i.e., process mining.  

The proposed framework is relevant both from a research and a practical standpoint. From a research 

standpoint, besides addressing the limitations identified above, having scientific methods to assess the 

benefits of BPR linked to applications of best practices increases the reliability of the knowledge base 

about BPR best practices accumulated thus far in the literature. While many studies advocate the use 

of quantitative and evidence-based mechanisms to assess business process performance [4], the 

assessment of BPR best practices and their effect on process performance is often qualitative, based on 

second-hand data, such as executive and user surveys [7,15]. As recognized by other authors, e.g. [16], 



a methodology to link BPR best practices to clearly defined, measurable, and repeatable PPIs is 

currently lacking. From a practical standpoint, the proposed framework gives process analysts and 

decision makers actionable tools to assess the results of their choices in BPR initiatives.  

To show the applicability of the proposed methodology, we present a set of case studies of process 

redesign in two real-world contexts, i.e., a hospital and a travel agency.  

The paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses related works and preliminaries. Section 

3 and Section 4 present the methodology and its application in case studies, respectively. A discussion 

is provided in Section 5, and conclusions are finally drawn in Section 6. 

2 Related work and preliminaries 

This section first reviews related work in the areas of process performance measurement (Section 2.1). 

Then, it provides required preliminary background knowledge about process mining as a tool for 

process performance analysis (Section 2.2). 

2.1 Process performance measurement 

Process performance measurement has its roots in the balanced scorecard method developed by Kaplan and 

Norton [5], who suggested measuring process-related performance in four perspectives, i.e., finance, 

customer, internal business, and innovation and learning. Similar to this work, there have been other 

approaches that applied qualitative research method to assess process performances, such as Business 

Excellence Model, Cambridge Model, Integrated Performance Measurement, and Performance Pyramid 

[17]. In addition to the qualitative approach, researchers have tried to assess business process performance 

quantitatively. The existing quantitative methods have been explored in two major streams: proposing a 

process performance measurement framework and modeling specific process performance indicators. 

Kueng and Krahn [18] proposed a process performance measurement framework itself that spans from 

identifying process goals to improving business processes using performance measurements. Also, Kueng 

[2] proposed how to determine the performance indicators with a series of steps and suggested six 



requirements on PPIs: quantifiability, sensitivity, linearity, reliability, efficiency, and improvement-oriented. 

Wetzsteing et al. [3] and Popova and Sharpanskykh [6] focused on proposing how to develop individual 

process indicators based on a KPI ontology and an indicator modeling framework, respectively. Del-Rio-

Ortega et al. [4] proposed PPINOT, i.e., a metamodel to define PPIs comprehensively. Also, they suggested 

how to connect elements in business processes and PPIs and provide an implementation of the metamodel 

using description logics. Strecker et al. [19] and Pinheiro de Lima et al. [20] proposed a performance 

measurement system based on PPIs. 

The studies reviewed above cannot be utilized immediately to assess effects of the redesign of business 

processes. For example, a subset of the PPIs in the proposed methodology focuses on the process instance 

perspective, while BPR assessments employ only global performance measurements, such as overall 

process performance. Also, a distinctive trait of the methodology presented in this paper is that it provides 

indicators to check whether BPR is aptly applied or not. Furthermore, most of the existing works do not 

validate developed PPIs with real data.  

2.2 Process mining 

Process mining is a relatively young discipline focused on extracting process-oriented knowledge from 

event logs stored in information systems [10,13]. Processes in process mining are analyzed along four 

perspectives, i.e., control-flow, organizational, case, and time perspectives [13]. While the control-flow 

perspective mainly focuses on discovering process models or frequent episodes in an event log [10,14], 

the organizational and case perspectives define additional views of processes, such as the social network  

[9,12], i.e., a graph capturing handovers of work among resources involved in a process, or the temporal 

logic checker [11], i.e., to check automatically the satisfaction of particular logic constraints case by 

case based on information in the event log. The time perspective is more related to performance analysis 

by considering the timing and frequency of events in a process [8,13]. As such, it can be employed to 



discover bottlenecks in a process model, monitor performance of actors, and calculate workloads. Table 

1 shows the overview of the techniques adopted by the framework presented in this paper. 

Table 1 Process mining techniques and their objectives 
Perspective Process mining techniques Objective 
Control-Flow Control-flow mining algorithms [10,14] Discovering a process model 
Organizational Social network mining algorithms [12] Discovering a social network 
 Originator by Task matrix [9] Finding a relationship between originators & tasks 
Case Linear Temporal Logic Checker [11] Testing a rule or a constraint 
Performance Log summary [13] Getting a summary result of an event log 
 Basic performance analysis [13] Computing performance measures   
 Dotted chart analysis [8] Observing all events in one glance 

 

The remainder of this section introduces the notation used for defining performance indicators, which 

is based on a common notation adopted by process mining techniques. 

Definition 1 (Event, Case, Event Log, Variant, Activity Relation, Originator Relation) Let A be a finite 

set of activities and O be a finite set of originators. Let T and ET be a finite set of timestamps and event 

types, respectively. 𝑬 = 𝐴 × 𝑂 × 𝑇 × 𝐸𝑇  is the set of events, i.e., combinations of an activity, an 

originator, a timestamp, and an event type (e.g. 𝑒! = {𝑎! , 𝑜! , 𝑡! , 𝑒𝑡!}). Let 𝑳 be an event log which has 

a multiset of traces and 𝑪 = {𝑐", 𝑐#, 𝑐$, … , 𝑐%} be the set of cases. A trace 𝜎% = 4𝑒%,", 𝑒%,#, 𝑒%,$, … , 𝑒%,'5 

is mapped into a case 𝑐%, where 𝑒%,( denotes n-th event of the k-th case. Let V = {𝑣", 𝑣#, 𝑣$, 	 … , 𝑣)} 

be a finite set of variants where 𝑣! is a nonempty subset of all possible combinations of activities. 𝑣𝑎𝑟 

is a function mapping each 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒  to a 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑡  (e.g. 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑐%)	is	the	variant	of	k-th case). Activity 

Relation (AR) ⊆ 𝐴 × 𝐴 is a set of activity relations where two events have a causal relations (e.g. 

𝑎𝑟%,	!+ = {(𝑎%,! , 𝑎%,+)|𝑎%,! , 𝑎%,+ ∈ 𝐴} where	𝑒%,! is the predecessor of 	𝑒%,+ (i.e. 𝑒%,! > 𝑒%,+)). Originator 

Relation (OR) ⊆ 𝑂 × 𝑂 is a set of originator relations where two events have a causal relations (e.g. 

𝑜𝑟%,	!+ = {(𝑜%,! , 𝑜%,+)|𝑜%,! , 𝑜%,+ ∈ 𝑂} where	𝑒%,! is the predecessor of 𝑒%,+ (i.e. 𝑒%,! > 𝑒%,+)). 



3 Indicators for business process redesign and performance evaluation 

In defining evaluation measures for best practices, our approach has a twofold goal. The first goal is to 

assess whether a specific best practice has been applied in a BPR initiative. To understand whether a 

specific effect originates from using the best practice or other factors, in fact, it is important first to be 

certain that a best practice has been implemented. In this regard, we define BPIs for each of the 29 best 

practices identified by Reijers and Mansar [7]. The second goal is to understand the impact of the 

application of best practices when redesigning a business process. In this regard, as previously discussed, 

we consider the performance dimensions: time, cost, quality, and flexibility. A summary of all best 

practices, BPIs, and PPIs is shown in Table 2. The table provides what PPIs can be applied for each best 

practice. Also, applicable PPIs (e.g., PPITs, PPICs, PPIQs, PPIFs) are defined based on the four 

dimensions. Here, all PPIs can be employed for each best practice, while only a couple of BPIs is applied. 

In addition, we give potential effects (e.g., positive(+), negative(-), neutral(•)) of each redesign item in 

four dimensions suggested by Reijers and Mansar [7].  

Table 2 Summary of BPIs and PPIs 
Category BP BPIs PPIs 

T 
(PPIT1~5) 

C 
(PPIC1) 

Q 
(PPIQ1~4) 

F 
(PPIF1~3) 

Customers Contact reduction Derived process models (BPI1) + - + • 

Integration Derived process models (BPI1) + + • - 

Control relocation Resources who perform the control-related 
activity (BPI2) • - + • 

Business 
process 
operation 

Activity elimination Number of activity types (BPI3) + + - • 

Activity 
composition 

Number of activity types (BPI3) 
+ + • - 

Case types Derived process models (BPI1) + + - - 

Triage Derived process models (BPI1) • - + - 

Order-based work Number of events for each timeframe (BPI4) + - • • 

Business 
process 
behavior 

Resequencing Derived process models (BPI1) + + • • 

Parallelism  Derived process models (BPI1) + - • - 

Knock-out Derived process models (BPI1) - + • • 

Exception Derived process models (BPI1) + - + - 

Case assignment Number of resources for each case (BPI5) • • + - 



Organizatio
n 

Numerical 
involvement 

Number of resources for each case (BPI5) 
+ - • - 

Split responsibilities Number of events performed by each resource 
for activities (BPI6) • • + - 

Flexible assignment Number of events performed by each resource 
for activities (BPI7) gAllocated resources for 
each timeframe (BPI8) 

+ - • + 

Specialist-generalist Number of events performed by each resource 
for activities (BPI7) g Specialist-Generalist 
ratio (BPI9) 

+ • + - 

Customer teams Derived social networks (BPI10) • • + - 

Extra resources Number of resources (BPI11) + - • + 

Empower Derived process models (BPI1) and derived 
social networks (BPI10) + • - + 

Centralization Workloads for each resource (BPI12) + - • + 

Case manager Whether there exists a case manager attribute 
in the log (BPI13) • - + • 

Information Control addition Derived process models (BPI1) - - + • 

Buffering Whether there exist any activities related to 
subscribing (BPI14) + - • • 

Technology Task automation Whether resources appear in the automated 
activity (BPI15) + - + - 

Integral technology Whether there exist any changes from 
technologies (BPI16) + - • • 

External 
environmen
t 

Trusted party Whether there exist any activities related to 
obtaining information from outside (BPI17) + + • - 

Outsourcing Derived process models for internal party 
(BPI1) + + • - 

Interfacing Not applicable + • + - 

 
3.1 BP Implementation indicators (BPIs)  

As provided in Table 2, we define 17 BPIs for 29 best practices which suggested by Reijers and Mansar 

[7]. For each indicator, we also suggest suitable process mining techniques through which it can be 

calculated. Note that information in event logs for process mining may not be able to cover all possible 

BPIs. When this is the case, we suggest which additional information is needed to measure the 

implementation of redesigns.  

3.1.1 Customer 

Contact reduction concerns decreasing the number of communications with customers and integration 

refers to combining an existing process with a business process of customers. These best practices are 



related to a change of workflows; thus, they lead to a change of a process model. More in detail, contact 

reduction removes repetitive loops from the process, while integration removes customer-related 

activities or sub-processes from an as-is process model. Therefore, identifying the application of the 

contact reduction and the integration best practices can be checked by comparing discovered process 

models (BPI1) before and after BPR. 

Control relocation is defined as transferring controls towards customers. The most obvious evidence of 

the application of this best practice is that customers, instead of internal employees, perform control-

related activities in the to-be process. Thus, we need to investigate the originator information of the 

control-related activities (BPI2). Process mining provides the Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) checker [11] 

that enables to check the satisfaction of LTL constraints in a process. For control relocation, the 

following constraint can be applied: eventually ((activity == “some control-related activity”) ∧ 

(resource == “customers”)). Moreover, other resource perspective techniques such as the organizational 

model mining [12] or the originator by task matrix [9] can also be used to check the implementation of 

this best practice. Note that activities in the event log should be classified in control-related and non-

control-related. 

3.1.2 Business process operation 

Activity elimination implies removing unnecessary activities, while activity composition indicates 

integrating low-level activities into a combined activity. The application of these best practices leads 

to a change of the number of activity types in the process (BPI3). Therefore, the log summary [13] can 

be used, since it provides an overall summary of the information in an event log. The log summary 

results provide a decrease of the value for activity elimination and an increase of that for activity 

composition. 



Case types distinguishes a new process when activities or sub-processes appear for a specific type of 

cases. Assume that a series of activities in a business process are differentiated based on two types of 

cases. If this best practice is implemented, it is possible to divide a process into two different processes. 

Therefore, control-flow mining algorithms [10,14] can be used to check the implementation of this 

best practice. 

Triage separates a common activity into several alternative activities considering the abilities of 

resources or types of cases. Thus, process instances after redesign can select one of the alternative 

activities instead of the common activity in the as-is process. As such, the application of this best 

practice leads to changes in the control flow of a process. More in detail, several alternative activities 

will appear after the redesign and these will be connected by XOR-split/join gateways in the process 

model. Therefore, comparing discovered process models (BPI1) is the way to identify the 

implementation of the triage best practice. 

Order-based work eliminates batch-processing and periodic activities in a process. To check its 

implementation, the number of batch-processing activities needs to be calculated in a process for each 

timeframe (BPI4). For example, if a hospital eliminates a test activity at a specific time window in the 

as-is setting, e.g., between 10am and 11am, the activity is no longer highly frequent in that time frame 

in the to-be process model. Process mining provides the basic performance analysis plugin [13] that 

gives information about the frequency of events in every period (i.e., day-hour chart). Similar 

information is also provided in the dotted chart [8]. In the chart, batch activities can be identified by 

time frames crowded with several dots of the same type (e.g., color).  



3.1.3 Business process behavior 

The application of all the best practices in this category results in variations of process models. 

Therefore, the implementation can be checked by comparing as-is and to-be process models (BPI1). 

Resequencing concerns adjusting the ordering of activities. In general, this best practice recommends 

moving an activity to a more appropriate place in the process, e.g., next to other activities performing 

similar actions in a process. For instance, once this best practice is applied, in the to-be process we will 

be able to observe a sequence relationship between the activity and the other activities similar to it.  

Parallelism implies to put activities in parallel when possible. Thus, if the parallelism is applied, the 

relationship between activities in the process model changes from the sequence to the parallel. This 

can be observed in the to-be process model. 

Knock-out concerns controlling the order of knock-out activities, i.e., activities that could terminate 

the execution of a process. In practice, this best practice is similar to the resequencing best practice, 

since it suggests to adjust the position of specific types of activities, e.g., knock-outs. Differently from 

resequencing, however, both the locations of knock-outs in a process model and the termination 

probability of each knock-out activity should be investigated. Based on these measures, it should be 

checked whether the termination probability is higher as the knock-out activity is put closer to the 

start. 

Exception implies to isolate exceptional cases in a business process. Identifying the application of the 

exception is similar to integration in Section 3.1.1, since it makes newly added activities or sub-

processes for exceptional cases that do not exist in the as-is process model. Therefore, it requires 

checking the presence of newly added activities or sub-processes for exceptional cases in the to-be 

process model.  



3.1.4 Organization 

Case assignment concerns making resources perform as many activities as possible in a case. Checking 

the implementation of this best practice requires measuring the number of resources involved per case. 

As a result of applying the best practice, a smaller number of resources work together in an individual 

case. The number of resources involved per case (BPI5) can be obtained from the basic performance 

analysis [13]. 

Numerical involvement concerns minimizing the number of resources in a business process. Similar to 

case assignment, the number of resources involved per case (BPI5) can be calculated to check the 

implementation of this best practice. Therefore, the number of resources involved per case decreases.  

Split responsibilities concerns letting resources perform different activities and have different roles in 

a business process. Thus, as a result of this best practice, responsibilities in the process will be separated. 

To check the implementation of this best practice, the number of events executed by each resource for 

activities (BPI6) must be analyzed. This can be done using the originator by task matrix [9] in process 

mining. If resource roles are clearly separated, it yields that different resource groups conduct different 

activities. 

Flexible assignment concerns resource allocation so that flexibility can be maximized in the near future. 

In other words, it means that it is better to assign works to specialists before considering generalists. 

Checking the implementation of this best practice requires a prerequisite step that divides originators 

into specialists and generalists. The originator by task matrix [9] can be used to perform this step: in 

the matrix, specialists will be involved in a limited number of specific activities, whereas generalists 

will be included in several different activities (BPI7). Once the separation between specialists and 



generalists has been made, the dotted chart [8] can be used to check which type of resource is allocated 

first to maximize flexibility (BPI8). 

Specialist-generalist concerns controlling the specialist-generalist ratio in a business process. Thus, in 

common with the flexible assignment, a prerequisite step is to separate specialist from generalist roles 

or resources (BPI7). Then, the specialist-generalist ratio is calculated for the as-is and to-be process and 

compared (BPI9). When the implementation of this best practice is considered, organizations 

predetermine the proper specialist-generalist ratio based on their situations. Therefore, for this best 

practice, it should be checked whether or not the calculated value is different from the expected value 

in planning BPR.  

Customer teams concerns composing worker groups from different departments to handle specific 

types of cases entirely. Checking the application of this best practice requires analyzing the as-is and 

to-be social networks (BPI10). If a working group cooperates to handle a single case, handovers of 

works in the social network [12] occur within the working group only. In other words, as a result of 

the implementation of customer teams, the derived social network shows separate working groups.  

Extra resources entails increasing the number of resources in a process. As a result of the application of 

extra resources, the total number of resources (BPI11) in a process increases. The total number of 

resources involved in a process is shown in the log summary [13]. 

Empower concerns removing middle management by providing decision-making roles to workers at 

lower levels. The effects of this best practice are twofold. First, middle management decision-making 

activities in a business process are eliminated. Second, as the middle management disappears, handovers 

of work among resources are modified. More in detail, the handovers of work related to activities 

executed by middle management-oriented in the to-be social network decrease. Thus, as-is and to-be 



process models (BPI1) should be compared to detect the elimination of middle management decision 

steps, e.g., a test or an inspection activity, and as-is and to-be social networks (BPI10) should be 

compared to detect changes in handovers of work. 

Centralization entails considering resources as if they are centralized. Assume that there is a business 

process where resources in each location can perform limited types of activities. If the centralization 

best practice is implemented, these limitations will be removed. Therefore, checking the 

implementation of this best practice requires additional information about the location of resources. 

Then, based on the originator by task matrix [9] and the location information, we can check whether 

the works are distributed regardless of location information after applying the best practice (BPI12).  

Case manager concerns designating a resource responsible for a particular case type. Checking the 

implementation of this best practice requires a particular attribute in event logs identifying the case 

manager belonging to individual cases. If this information is in event logs, then the case manager 

implementation can simply be checked by using the LTL checker [11] as follows: eventually (case-

manager attribute != Ø) (BPI13). 

3.1.5 Information 

Control addition concerns adding control-related activities to check the completeness of inputs and 

outputs in a process by adding appropriate activities or sub-processes. To identify the implementation 

of the best practice, we need to compare the as-is and to-be process models (BPI1). In particular, looking 

for additional control-related activities in the to-be model is essential for the control addition best 

practice. 



Buffering concerns subscribing to updates instead of requesting information when possible. An 

effective way to check the application of the best practice is to utilize the LTL checker [11] considering 

the following constraint: eventually (activity == “some subscribing-related activity”) (BPI14).  

3.1.6 Technology 

Task automation concerns making activities automated when possible. The execution of automated 

activities is not associated with any human resources. Therefore, the implementation of this best 

practice can be checked using the following constraint in the LTL checker [11]: eventually ((activity 

== “automated activity”) ∧ (resource == Ø)) (BPI15). Also, we can assess the implementation of this 

best practice using the originator by task matrix, by examining resources of automated activities.  

Integral technology concerns applying new technology for elevating physical constraints. Given that 

the implementation of new technology may concern a range of new possibilities, it is impossible to 

devise a precise way of checking the implementation that accounts for all possible scenarios. However, 

we argue that technology should at least have an impact on the information in event logs, introducing, 

for instance, new activities and/or new and more precise information that can be logged (BPI16). 

Therefore, qualitatively comparing as-is and to-be event logs can at least reveal whether a change has 

occurred in the process. If the as-is and to-be logs contain the same type of information, then we can 

affirm that the new technology has not been implemented or, at least, it is not used appropriately in 

the process. 

3.1.7 External environment 

Trusted party concerns using results from a trusted party instead of determining information oneself 

when possible in a process. The implementation of this best practice can be checked by analyzing 

whether or not there exist activities in a process that obtain information from outside. This can be 



monitored through LTL checker [11] as given: eventually (activity == “obtaining outside information-

related activity”) (BPI17).  

Outsourcing concerns contracting out a (part of a) business process. This can be checked by comparing 

as-is and to-be process models (BPI1). In particular, only events involving internal employees are likely 

to appear in an event log. Hence, through event logs it is only possible to check whether a process or 

part of it is no longer executed and assume that this means that it has been outsourced.  

Interfacing concerns developing a standardized interface with customers. We argue that the 

implementation of this best practice cannot be checked using process mining techniques because it 

only concerns modifying the way in which communication with customers occurs, but it does not 

change the nature of this communication. As such, the event logged by IT systems supporting 

communication with customers are not likely to change. 

3.2 PPIs to assess the effect of best practices on process performance 

In Table 2, we suggested 13 PPIs on the basis of four process performance measures explained by Reijers 

and Mansar [7]. In this section, we give a detailed explanation on PPIs including how to measure them. 

Table 3 provides a summary of process performance indicators. 

Table 3 Process Performance Indicators (PPIs) in four perspectives 

Perspective PPI# Explanation Measure 
Aggregation 
Function 

Time PPIT1 Time for cases in a log 
Cycle Time, Operation Time, 
Waiting Time 

AVG, MED, 
MAX, MIN 

 PPIT2 Time of a variant (𝑣!) Cycle Time, Operation Time, 
Waiting Time 

AVG, MED, 
MAX, MIN 

 PPIT3 Time of an activity (𝑎!) Cycle Time, Operation Time, 
Waiting Time 

AVG, MED, 
MAX, MIN 

 PPIT4 Time for events performed by an originator 
(𝑜!) 

Cycle Time, Operation Time, 
Idle Time 

AVG, MED, 
MAX, MIN 

 PPIT5 
Time for events performed by an originator 
(𝑜!) for an activity (𝑎!) 

Cycle Time, Operation Time, 
Idle Time 

AVG, MED, 
MAX, MIN 

Cost PPIC1 The total number of originators in a log Count of elements - 



Quality PPIQ1 Matching rate compared to a reference 
model 

Matching Rate - 

 PPIQ2 Variation of time for cases in a log Cycle Time, Operation Time, 
Waiting Time 

STDEV 

 PPIQ3 Variation of time of an activity (𝑎!) Cycle Time, Operation Time, 
Waiting Time STDEV 

 PPIQ4 
Variation of time for events performed by an 
originator (𝑜!) 

Cycle Time, Operation Time, 
Idle Time STDEV 

Flexibility PPIF1 The total number of variants in a log Count of elements - 

 PPIF2 
The total number of relations in a process 
model Count of elements - 

 PPIF3 The total number of relations in a social 
network 

Count of elements - 

 

3.2.1 Time 

Most BPR efforts aim at increasing the efficiency of business processes by improving time-related 

indicators, such as decreasing processing time and waiting time. In the proposed methodology, we 

suggest 5 indicators in the time perspective. All time-related indicators require a basic measure and can 

be aggregated using standard aggregation functions. In these indicators, the operation time is the actual 

process time of an activity, and waiting time is the time between the end of the previous activity and 

the start of the current activity.  

3.2.2 Cost 

To conduct cost-related analyses, event logs should include cost information as an event attribute (i.e., 

cost-enhanced event logs). If cost-enhanced logs are available, it is possible to assess the effects of 

redesigns by defining more direct cost-related PPIs, such as the changes in direct/indirect costs. 

However, it is often unfeasible to obtain cost-enhanced event logs [21]. Thus, we need to develop a 

cost-related PPI which can be calculated from information commonly available in event logs. In this 

paper, we suggest an alternative indirect cost-related PPI, i.e., the total number of originators in the 



log (PPIC1 (𝐹))) since labor cost is usually one of the major cost factors. PPIC1 (𝐹)) is defined in Eq. 

(1).  

𝐹" = ∑ '1 𝑖𝑓	𝑂# ∈ {∑ ∑ 𝑜$,&}'(&()'($(|+|

0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
,
#-!     (1) 

This indicator is defined based on the assumption that all resources are full-time equivalents. Assuming 

that wages are similar among full-time employees, we can evaluate the costs of resources by comparing 

the number of resources before and after BPR.  

3.2.3 Quality 

A typical approach to evaluating the quality of a process is to check the satisfaction of customers [22]. 

This external quality is primarily measured through customer surveys, and it is unlikely that this 

information is available in event logs. For this reason, in this paper, we define PPI metrics which 

evaluate the extent of standardization on process flows or time-related values. In other words, our 

analysis focuses on internal process quality, assuming that improved internal quality, e.g., less variable 

process operating times, is likely to lead to improved customer satisfaction. Four process performance 

indicators are defined in this perspective (see Table 3).  

Definition 2 (Standard Activity Relation (SAR), matching) Let 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑	𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦	𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑆𝐴𝑅) ⊆

𝐴 × 𝐴  be a set of standard activity relations where two events have a causal relation. Let 

𝑀,- ={matched, non-matched} be a set of matching results of activity relations. 

𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔	: 	𝑎𝑟% → 𝑀,-  is a function testing whether each activity relations are matched with 

standard activity relations. 

Before introducing how to measure matching rates, we first define standard activity relations and a 

matching function provided in Definition 2. Assume that there exists a reference model of the process 

in an organization. We define standard activity relations as the causal activity relations identified in 



the reference model. Also, the matching function returns true if an activity relation in an event log is 

involved in standard relations of a reference model, and false otherwise. Figure 2 provides a matching 

example between a standard model and a log. In the figure, the reference process is A → B → C → D, 

which includes three standard relations: (A,B), (B,C), and (C,D). The event log contains 3 variants, 18 

cases, and four types of activity relations: (A,B), (B,C), (C,D), and (D,A). Among the activity relations 

from the log, only first three relations accord with the standard relations, while (D,A) has no 

counterpart in the reference model.  

 

Figure 2 A matching example of standard relations and activity relations 

Based on predefined functions, we define the matching rate (𝑀𝑅,-) in formula (2). It represents the 

number of activity relations for which the matching function evaluates to true, divided by the number 

of activity relations. 

𝑀𝑅./ =
∑ ∑ 1! +!∈3∧5!,#,5!,$∈+!∧5!,#65!,$∧,.7+8&)9:./!,#$;-%,.7+85<%

' "785/=&>5&'#'$()&'!(|+|

∑ ∑ 1! +!∈3∧5!,#,5!,$∈+!∧5!,#65!,$
' "785/=&>5&'#'$()&'!(|+|

  (2) 

According to Eq. (2), in the above example, among 33 activity relations, 30 activity relations are 

matched with the standard relations; thus the matching rate is 0.91 (i.e., 30/33).  

Indicators PPIQ2, PPIQ3, and PPIQ4 are similar to PPIT2, PPIT3, and PPIT4, but using the standard 

deviation as aggregation function. These indicators are used to evaluate how diverse are the variations 

of the time values in the process, per activity, and per resource. Lower standard deviation values entail 

more stable, streamlined, or standardized processes. As remarked before, more streamlined processes 



are likely to lead to higher customer satisfaction [23]. Different quality-related indicators may be 

adopted, such as success rate or failure rate of an activity or a case, cancellation rate, yield rate (for 

manufacturing processes), or repurchase rate. Information to calculate these indicators, however, is not 

commonly available in standard event logs that can be handled by process mining tools.  

3.2.4 Flexibility 

Flexibility evaluates the ability of a process of reacting to changes and handling unexpected situations. 

To assess flexibility, we introduce three indicators, i.e., PPIF1, PPIF2, and, PPIF3, presented in Table 

3. PPIF1 (𝐹.), the total number of variants in logs, is defined in Eq. (3). 

𝐹? = ∑ '1 𝑖𝑓	𝑉/ ∈ {∑ 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑐$)'($(|+|

0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
"
/-!     (3) 

In the formula, a variant is a finite set of traces; thus, a high number of variants indicates that logs have 

diverse case patterns. In other words, a business process with many variants has the ability to handle 

different types cases. PPIF2 (𝐹,-) and PPIF3 (𝐹)-) are defined in formula (4) and (5), respectively. 

𝐹./ = ∑ ∑ '1 𝑖𝑓	𝑐$ ∈ 𝐿 ∧ 𝑒$,& , 𝑒$,@ ∈ 𝑐$ ∧ 𝑎A , 𝑎, ∈ 𝐴 ∧ 𝑒$,& > 𝑒$,@ ∧ 𝑎$,& = 𝑎A ∧ 𝑎$,@ = 𝑎,
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒'(&(@B)'($B|+|    (4) 

𝐹"/ = ∑ ∑ '1 𝑖𝑓	𝑐$ ∈ 𝐿 ∧ 𝑒$,& , 𝑒$,@ ∈ 𝑐$ ∧ 𝑎A , 𝑎, ∈ 𝐴 ∧ 𝑒$,& > 𝑒$,@ ∧ 𝑜$,& = 𝑜A ∧ 𝑜$,@ = 𝑜,
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒'(&(@B)'($B|+|    (5) 

PPIF2 (𝐹,-) and PPIF3 (𝐹)-) assess the flexibility of a process through measures characterizing process 

models and social networks discovered from event logs. In particular, they focus on the complexity of 

the models discovered, intended as number of relations. For example, a higher value of PPIF2 signifies 

that the process model is more complex and able to handle a higher variety of cases with different 

control flow. Similarly, higher values of PPIF3 signify that more people are cooperating in the 

execution of a process. 



4 Case studies 

To validate the proposed framework, we have conducted case studies in two organizations, i.e., a 

hospital and a travel agency, where some of the best practices were implemented in their BPR projects. 

In the cases, we collected real-life event logs from the information systems supporting the execution 

of the processes under analysis before and after BPR and computed the relevant indicators proposed in 

this paper.  

4.1 BPR at a hospital 

4.1.1 Context 

The first case study has been conducted at a tertiary hospital in Korea hosting about 1400 beds and 40 

operation rooms. The extra resources best practice was applied to improve outpatient processes in the 

clinical neuroscience center and payment processes in the hospital. Two separate applications of this 

best practice have been identified: 

  - BP1: In April 2013, the hospital constructed the new building where the renovated clinical 

neuroscience center was moved. The hospital increased the number of resources, i.e., clinical doctors, 

in the center.  

  - BP2: One of the problems in the hospital was the long delay in the payment process, and the 

hospital introduced payment devices (KIOSKs) to overcome this issue. In late 2013, the hospital 

installed an additional KIOSK. 

To understand the effects of best practice implementation, we extracted EHR (Electronic Health 

Record) outpatient logs for a month before and after the changes. With regard to BP1, we collected 

one month of data at the clinical neuroscience center in July of 2012 and in July 2013. For BP2, we 

used event logs about patients’ payments for medical expenses through KIOSKs in July and December 



2013. The lag between BPR implementations and to-be data collection was sufficiently large to avoid 

the transition period between the as-is and to-be configurations. A summary of the event logs of BP1 

and BP2 is shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 Summary of Event logs 
 BP 1 BP 2 
Indicator Before After Variation (%) Before After Variation (%) 
Number of cases 1,337 2,243 67.8 9,360 11,504 22.9 
Number of events 6,901 11,444 65.8 66,582 81,084 21.8 
Number of activity types 17 17 0.0 17 17 0.0 
Number of originators 359 475 32.3 1,252 1,231 -1.7 

 

4.1.2 Assessing implementation of best practices 

The extra resources-related measure for checking the implementation is the total number of resources 

(see Table 2). Table 4 shows the number of resources before and after the best practice applied for BP1 

and BP2. In the first log for BP1, originators were increased from 359 to 475 (32.3% increase), whereas 

there was no significant difference in the log for BP2. Considering the resources associated directly 

with BPR, we calculated the discrepancy in the number of clinicians involved in the neuroscience 

center and the number of KIOSKs located next to the payment counter. In BP1, the number of doctors 

who provided clinical services increased from 25 to 33 (32% increase). The indicator for BP2 also moved 

up from 4 to 5. Therefore, we concluded that the extra resources had been implemented appropriately 

in both cases. 

With regard to BP1, the hospital sought to improve the ability to provide care and services to more 

patients by employing additional resources. Thus, we investigated the number of patients and events 

before and after the BPR. Table 4 shows that the neuroscience center managed about 65% more patients 

and events after applying BPR.  



In BP2, the hospital increased the capacity to handle payment activities by adding a self-payment 

device. We analyzed the number of events involving each KIOSK (see Table 5). The utilization of 

existing KIOSKs commonly decreased, but overall the total number of events involving KIOSKs in the 

event log increased by 24.4%. Also, the usage of KIOSKs was more uniform after BPR, as demonstrated 

by the standard deviation decreasing from 731.33 to 442.34 (39.5% decrease). 

Table 5 The changes of additional implementation measures in BP2 
Elements (Frequency) Before  After  Variation (%) 
KIOSK A 3,479 2,607 -25.1 
KIOSK B 2,654 2,540 -4.3 
KIOSK C 2,327 2,145 -7.8 
KIOSK D 1,437 1,494 4.0 
KIOSK E (Added) - 3,524 - 
Total 9,897 12,310 24.4 
Average 2,474.25 3,077.5 24.4 
Standard deviation 731.33 442.34 -39.5 

 

4.1.3 PPIs application 

To quantitatively investigate the effect of the best practice implementations, we calculated PPIs as 

proposed in Section 3.2. Table 6 shows the PPIs for BP1. For the time perspective, all PPIs decreased 

after BPR. The average case cycle time decreased by 5%. Waiting times of key activities, such as test 

and consultation, which directly affects satisfaction of patients [24] decreased by about 13%. For the 

cost perspective, the number of clinicians increased by about 32%, which should have resulted in an 

increase of the expenses for the hospital. Regarding the quality perspective, we calculated the matching 

rate between a reference model provided by the hospital and the process model discovered from the 

event log using the frequency mining plugin [25]. The matching rate slightly declined after BPR, from 

87% to 85%. Also, we analyzed the discrepancy of standard deviations of cycle time for cases in the log 

and key activities in the process. The standard deviations decreased except for the value of consultation. 



A lower standard deviation means that the hospital was able to provide the same level of services and 

it increases the satisfaction of patients, i.e., perceived quality. In the flexibility perspective, we 

compared the number of variants in the process. The number of process variants increased by 27.5%. 

However, the discovered process models were very similar and the number of relations among activities 

in the model remained almost the same before and after BPR (162 to 163). Thus, while the process 

remained almost the same, the care pathways of outpatients became more diverse and varied. In the 

social network, the number of relations increased by 38.6%, since the network became more complex 

as the number of resources involved in the process increased. 

Table 6 The changes of PPIs in BP1 
PPM PPI Before  After  Variation (%) 
Time Average of cycle time for cases in the log (min.) 79.53 75.91 -4.6 
 Average of cycle time of consultation (min.) 35.09 33.81 -3.6 
 Average of cycle time of test (min.) 11.90 10.60 -10.9 
 Average of waiting time of consultation (min.) 27.08 23.72 -12.4 
 Average of waiting time of test (min.) 7.71 6.61 -14.3 
Cost The number of doctors in the log 25 33 32.0 
Quality The matching rate compared to the reference model 0.87 0.85 -2.3 
 Standard deviation of cycle time for cases in the log 

(min.) 99.88 84.11 -15.8 

 Standard deviation of cycle time of consultation (min.) 27.91 30.16 8.1 
 Standard deviation of cycle time of consultation 

registration 73.58 65.48 -11.0 

 Standard deviation of cycle time of test (min.) 17.42 16.68 -4.2 
 Standard deviation of cycle time of test registration 

(min.) 63.89 45.72 -28.4 

Flexibility The total number of variants in the log 494 630 27.5 
 The total number of relations in the process model 162 163 0.6 
 The total number of relations in the social network 2,840 3,936 38.6 

 

Table 7 shows the PPIs for BP2. The average of cycle time for cases and that of the payment activities 

decreased by about 6%. Regarding the cost perspective, the number of KIOSKs increased, which should 

have resulted in an increase of the costs for the hospital. For the quality perspective, the standard 



deviation for cases in the log decreased slightly from 90.76 to 88.68. However, the standard deviation 

of the cycle time of the payment slightly increased; thus, we were not able to identify stabilization of 

payment cycle time according to the growth of KIOSKs. In the flexibility perspective, the number of 

variants in the log and the number of relations in the social network increased after BPR. However, 

there was no noticeable difference in the number of relations in the process model, since the new 

KIOSK did not change the control flow of the process. 

Table 7 The changes of PPIs in BP2 
PPM PPI Before  After Variation (%) 
Time Average of cycle time for cases in the log (min.) 85.86 80.78 -5.9 
 Average of cycle time of variant 1* (min.) 39.5 32 -19.0 
 Average of cycle time of variant 2* (min.) 35.4 36.2 2.3 
 Average of cycle time of variant 3* (min.) 37.5 35.9 -4.3 
 Average of cycle time of payment (min.) 9.07 8.42 -7.2 
 Average of cycle time of KIOSK A (min.) 10.86 9.47 -12.8 
 Average of cycle time of KIOSK B (min.) 5.8 5.16 -11.0 
 Average of cycle time of KIOSK C (min.) 10.28 8.46 -17.7 
 Average of cycle time of KIOSK D (min.) 8.81 10.25 16.3 
 Average of cycle time of KIOSK E (min.) - 9.18 (added) 
Cost The number of KIOSKs in the log 4 5 25.0 

Quality 
Standard deviation of cycle time for cases in the log 
(min.) 90.76 88.68 -2.3 

 Standard deviation of cycle time of payment (min.) 23.44 25 6.7 
 Standard deviation of cycle time of KIOSK A (min.) 23.74 26.83 13.0 
 Standard deviation of cycle time of KIOSK B (min.) 12.68 8.99 -29.1 
 Standard deviation of cycle time of KIOSK C (min.) 27.24 24.19 -11.2 
 Standard deviation of cycle time of KIOSK D (min.) 19.47 23.78 22.1 
 Standard deviation of cycle time of KIOSK E (min.) - 21.44 (added) 
Flexibility The total number of variants in the log 2,913 3,224 10.7 
 The total number of relations in the process model 218 228 4.6 
 The total number of relations in the social network 9,377 10,575 12.8 

*variant 1: Registration → Consultation → Scheduling → Payment → Prescription printing → Treatment 
*variant 2: Registration → Consultation → Scheduling → Payment → Prescription printing 
*variant 3: Registration → Consultation → Payment → Prescription printing 
 



4.1.4 Organizational relevance 

The best practice implementation yielded positive effects on the time perspective PPIs in both BP1 and 

BP2, particularly concerning the average cycle time of the main activities in both cases, i.e., test and 

consultation in BP1 and payment in BP2. Concerning the cost perspective, both cases showed that 

adding more resources implied a noticeable increase of costs. Note that the analysis did not cover other 

costs that were incurred for the implementation of the best practice and for which there was no trace 

in the event log, e.g., the cost of constructing a new building in BP1 and the costs of relocating the 

payment devices in BP2. Overall, we concluded that BPR led to negative effects in the cost perspective 

in both cases. In the quality perspective, PPIs showed both positive and negative effects resulting from 

the application of the best practice. In BP1, standard deviations of most of the time-related values 

remained roughly unchanged, except for the matching rate and the time-related values of the 

consultation activity, which decreased. Similar to BP1, only some of the time-related values in BP2 

decreased, and others indicated the opposite effect. Thus, we could not conclude whether the 

implementation of the best practice had a positive or negative effect on the process. Regarding 

flexibility, we found that BPR led to an increase of process flexibility in both BP1 and BP2.  

To summarize, the application of the increase resource best practice in BP1 and BP2 lead to the 

following effects on the process: Time – positive, Cost – negative, Quality – neutral, and Flexibility – 

positive. This evaluation coincides with the suggestions made by Reijers and Mansar [7] for the same 

best practice. 

4.2 BPR at a travel agency 

4.2.1 Context 



The second case study was conducted in one of the largest travel agencies in Korea. The company tried 

to improve the efficiency of the customer reservation change process by applying two best practices: 

numerical involvement and split responsibilities. 

Figure 3 depicts the change of the reservation change process. In the “as-is” process, customers had to 

wait a long time to modify a reservation since multiple originators with different roles were engaged 

in the process. For example, if customers wanted to change a hotel reservation, they first contacted the 

agent where they had made the booking. The agent forwarded the information to a salesperson or an 

operator who handed over the details to a product developer. After that, the product developer changed 

the reservation. To notify the customers, information from the product developer flew back to the 

agent through the salespersons/operators. An additional limitation of the as-is process was the lack of 

clear separation of the roles of salespersons and operators. Their responsibilities, e.g., managing 

reservations, consulting, managing agencies, were not exactly overlapping, but very similar. 

The numerical involvement best practice was implemented by excluding the salespersons and product 

developers from the reservation change process and allowing operators to interact with local branches 

directly. Also, by separating the roles of salespersons and operators, the agency reassigned operators 

based on regions of travel products, e.g., Europe or Asia. In this way, the split responsibilities best 

practice was also implemented. As a result, the process becomes more streamlined, as shown in Figure 

3.  

 

Figure 3 The change of the reservation change process 



In October 2014, the agency applied BPR to a limited number of agents and operators as a pilot project. 

We collected two months of data from May to June of 2014 (before BPR) and from November to 

December of 2014 (after BPR). Table 8 shows the summary of the extracted logs. 

Table 8 Summary of Event logs 
Indicator Before  After  Variation (%) 
Number of cases 48,185 30,766 -36.2 
Number of events 314,592 216,633 -31.1 
Number of activities 37 43 16.2 
Number of originators 2,154 1,671 -22.4 

 
4.2.2 Assessing implementation of best practices 

First, to check whether the numerical involvement best practice was implemented, we calculated the 

number of roles of originators per case as presented in Table 2. As a result, the value decreased from 

2.61 to 2.42, i.e., 7% decrease. Therefore, we concluded that numerical involvement was implemented 

in this case. Regarding the split responsibilities, we analyzed the frequency of each activity performed 

by salespersons and operators. We grouped activities conducted by salespersons and operators into five 

high-level activities, i.e., managing reservation, consulting for products, settlement, follow-up 

management, and managing agencies. After BPR, operators focused on managing reservations and 

follow-up management, while salespersons dealt with managing agencies and settlement. Therefore, 

we concluded that the split responsibilities best practice was also implemented in the process.  

4.2.3 PPIs application 

The summary of PPIs evaluation in the four perspectives is presented in Table 9. In the time perspective, 

we compared the average cycle time of cases before and after BPR. As a result, there was a 3.1% 

decrease in the average cycle time. With regard to the cost perspective, the number of originators in 

the log decreased from 2,154 to 1,671 (22.4% decrease). For the quality perspective, the standard 

deviation of cycle time for cases in the log declined by 2.8% after BPR. There was a 37% reduction in 



the number of variants, which indicated the process became streamlined by eliminating some of the 

variants involving the roles removed from the process. Furthermore, there was no substantial 

difference in the number of relations in the process models before and after applied BPR. Eventually, 

the number of relations in the social network decreased by 46.0%, which was expected as a 

consequence of eliminating specific roles. 

Table 9 The changes of PPIs in Tour agency case 
PPM PPI Before  After  Variation (%) 
Time Average cycle time for cases in the log (days) 6.69  6.48  -3.1 
Cost The number of originators in the log 2,154 1,671 -22.4 

Quality 
Standard deviation of cycle time for cases in the log 
(days) 

9.62  9.35  -2.8 

Flexibility The total number of variants in the log 18,190 11,467 -37.0 
 The total number of relations in the process model 987 990 0.3 
 The total number of relations in the social network 12,497 6,754 -46.0 

 

4.2.4 Organizational relevance 

Among the four process performance measures, BPR had a positive effect on the time and the quality 

perspective. This was because both the average and the standard deviation of cycle time for cases in the 

log were decreased. About the cost perspective, the number of resources engaged in the process 

decreased. In other words, the company was able to reallocate a part of their human resources no longer 

involved in the process to other duties. Based on this consideration, we can conclude that the BPR had 

a positive effect on the cost perspective. For the flexibility perspective, the effect of BPR was negative. 

As the process became more streamlined, the overall number of process variants and handover of works 

all decreased. The effect of BPR in this second case study can be summarized as follows: Time – positive, 

Cost – positive, Quality – positive, and Flexibility – negative. 

Regarding the applied best practices, Reijers and Mansar suggest the following effects:  

ü Numerical involvement – Time: positive, Cost: negative, Quality: neutral, Flexibility: negative 



ü Split responsibilities – Time: neutral, Cost: neutral, Quality: positive, Flexibility: negative 

Although in our case study it is not possible to clearly separate the effects of individual best practices, 

we argue that the results of our case study support the suggestions of Reijers and Mansar [7] regarding 

the time, quality, and flexibility perspective. Our results appear to contradict the suggestions regarding 

the cost perspective. This is because the application of the split responsibilities best practice allowed 

the tour agency to reallocate resources to different duties. The cost savings derived from the 

reallocation outpace any costs that could have been incurred to reduce the numerical involvement of 

resources in the process.  

5 Discussion 

5.1 Comparison with existing works on process performance measurements 

To clarify the distinctive traits of our framework, we first compare it in depth with the state of the art 

approaches that measure process performance. Table 10 provides this detailed comparison, which 

occurs along five criteria: whether an approach is qualitative or quantitative (Research Method), 

whether it specifies performance measures into detailed indicators (Specifying Indicators), whether it 

provides detailed explanations for each indicator, including how to calculate it or what data should be 

collected (Providing Details for Measures), whether the indicators are defined for specific evidence 

(Defining Measures for Evidence), and whether it gives tooling supports that address implemented tools 

or any guidance (Tooling Support).   

Table 10 Comparison of our proposal with the existing works 
Proposal Research 

Method 
Specifying 
Indicators 

Providing 
Details for 
Measures 

Defining 
Measures for 
‘Evidence” 

Tooling Support 

[5] Qualitative ü X X X 
[19,20] Quantitative X X X ü 
[6] Quantitative ü X X X 
[3] Quantitative ü X X ü 



[4] Quantitative ü ü X ü 

Our proposal Quantitative ü ü ü ü 
 

Some proposals adopt a qualitative research method, measuring business process performances using 

second-hand data. Several limitations are associated with these approaches, i.e., there is a lack of 

reliability and objectiveness due to human interpretation of second-hand data, it normally takes a long 

time to collect survey-based performance results, and it is usually complex extract information about 

process performance from such data. A subset of existing works only focuses on providing a holistic 

viewpoint, defining broad and coarse-grained levels for quantitative assessments of business processes. 

These approaches tend not to define specific features or indicators that can be directly be used by 

practitioners to evaluate business processes. Other approaches do not specify in depth which type of 

data should be collected, how to calculate process indicators and do not provide any type of tooling 

supports. In other words, they only focus on defining process performance measurement, but they do 

not consider the evidence required to calculate indicators can be generated and collected. Compared 

to the reviewed existing works, our framework follows the quantitative research method and provides 

decision-makers with an implicit information about what data to collect and how to analyze 

performance indicators. Also, the proposed framework defines business process implementation 

indicators. As such, our framework gives an evidence-based support to the redesign phase in the 

business process lifecycle.  

5.2 Comparison with existing works that assess effects of redesigns 

We explicitly compare our approach with existing works that assess effects of business process redesigns. 

Table 11 provides this detailed comparisons along five criteria: whether the research method adopted 

is qualitative or quantitative (Research Method), whether it has the ability to assess that redesign 



methods are clearly demonstrated (Implementation Checking), whether it provides the ability to assess 

effects and improvements yielded by BPR (Performance Measurements), whether it provides detailed 

performance indicators (Detailed Indicators), and whether it gives tooling supports (Tooling Support). 

The latter two are applicable only when an approach adopts a quantitative research method. 

Table 11 Comparison of our proposal with the existing works 
Proposal Research 

Method 
Implementation 
Checking 

Performance Measurements Detailed 
Indicators 

Tooling 
Support Time Cost Quality Flexibilit

y 
[26,27] Qualitative X ü ü ü X N/A N/A 
[28,29] Qualitative X ü ü ü ü N/A N/A 
[30] Qualitative ü(Survey) X X ü X N/A N/A 
[31] Qualitative ü(Survey) X ü ü X N/A N/A 
[32] Qualitative ü(Survey) ü ü ü X N/A N/A 
[33,34] Quantitativ

e X ü X X X ü ü 

[35] Quantitativ
e X ü X ü ü ü X 

[36] Quantitativ
e X X ü ü X ü X 

Our proposal Quantitativ
e 

ü(Indicator-
based) 

ü ü ü ü ü ü 

 

Most existing approaches use qualitative-based evaluations using surveys. In other words, the only 

evidence about BPR implementation provided is the opinion of people involved in the redesign phase. 

In contrast to this, our framework enables assessing quantitatively the implementation of BPR, through 

a set of implementation indicators for each best practice. In terms of the effects of BPR, existing works 

only cover a subset of the performance measures, while our framework provides a systematic evaluation 

covering the four perspectives of time, cost, quality, and flexibility. Lastly, providing specific 

performance indicators and a tooling support that gives a guidance how to evaluate redesigns using 

process mining techniques can also be considered as a distinctiveness of our approach.  

5.3 Limitations 



Our work also has several limitations. From a methodological standpoint, the defined indicators need 

to be validated in the design phase. The suggested indicators were based on the literature review and 

the experience of the authors. As such, their robustness can be improved by implementing a validation 

phase involving other experts in the indicators design phase. Also, our framework can be extended by 

defining additional BPI indicators for other BPR best practice not considered by Reijers and Mansar [7] 

and by including a mechanism for generating domain specific PPIs. Furthermore, additional PPIs can 

be developed by employing enhanced logs. In this paper, for example, we included only one PPI for 

the cost dimension since it is generally unachievable to obtain cost-enhanced logs. However, if event 

logs including cost information are available, we can define more direct cost-related PPIs. Therefore, 

future research should extend our framework to cover more effective and practical indicators.  

As far as the case study approach is concerned, case studies enable us to cover only a limited set of best 

practices and their execution has suffered from several difficulties. Most importantly, it has been 

challenging to obtain enough data before and after the redesign due to security issues, e.g., data 

anonymization, and to determine an appropriate scope for data extraction considering constraints such 

as the time of redesign, the amount of data, and other external seasonal patterns. Moreover, the choice 

of case studies in tourism and health care has facilitated the task of collecting and interpreting data. 

While process mining techniques have been applied extensively and successfully in the service industry, 

other industries, such as manufacturing or product development, are largely untested from this point 

of view. Collecting data and transforming them in a suitable format for analysis using process mining 

technique may be challenging. Based on the nature of the problem at hand, however, we argue that 

case studies still represent the best validation method in this context and future research should strive 

to develop new case studies to cover a larger set of BPR best practices. Another limitation lies in the 



lack of statistical analysis characterizing our results. In our case studies, in fact, we only compare the 

raw data obtained from process mining before and after BPR. While this is giving enough evidence to 

support or challenge the theoretical interpretation of the effects of BPR best practices, future research 

should extend our methodology to a more rigorous statistical evaluation of the results.  

Finally, we are working to embed our methodology into process mining tools to provide support for 

BPR practitioners. Existing tools can be extended to automatically compute the values of PPIs given 

as-is and to-be event logs and the list of best practices applied. Additionally, advanced data visualization 

techniques can be investigated to facilitate the assessment of BPR initiatives by decision makers less 

familiar with process mining techniques and tools. 

6 Conclusions 

This paper has proposed a structured approach to assessing the implementation and benefits of business 

process redesign best practices based on established process analysis techniques, i.e. process mining. 

The proposed framework has been validated using case studies in a hospital and a tour agency, focusing 

on the best practices of extra resources (human and physical), numerical involvement and split 

responsibilities.  

The results obtained substantially agree with the conclusions drawn in the literature about the effect 

of best practices in the time, cost, quality and flexibility perspectives on process performance. The 

proposed framework, while contributing to the body of literature concerned with the validation of 

BPR best practices, also represents a ready to use tool for practitioners to conduct advanced BPR process 

analysis.  

Our work has important implications for both research and practice. From an academic research 

standpoint, the proposed framework provides a sound and verified method to assess the 



implementation of BPR best practices univocally. As such, it shifts the paradigm of BPR best practice 

evaluation towards evidence-based decision making. BPR best practices have been assessed in previous 

work often based on second-hand data, such as process participants and executive interviews [15,37]. 

Our framework enables the assessment of BPR best practices based on evidence, i.e., data collected 

from process executions. 

Moreover, the proposed framework can be applied by other researchers to improve the knowledge base 

about BPR best practice effectiveness. This enables building a large-scale knowledge repository based 

on case studies that have performed BPR assessments. Such a repository may collect information such 

as service sectors, relevant business processes, goals of redesigns, applied redesign heuristics, utilized 

BPIs and PPIs, and application results of case studies. This information allows to improve continuously 

our knowledge about the effectiveness of different process redesign best practices and possibly to define 

new evidence-based process redesign best practices.  

A further contribution of this paper is to link the realms of business process redesign and process mining. 

While process mining has been used extensively to discover business processes and analyze their 

conformance to business requirements [13], it has not been used so far for assessing business process 

redesign in a structured and reusable manner. This is particularly relevant in the modern world, in 

which increasing amount of data about business operations are available and in which decision making 

is shifting paradigmatically towards being evidence-based.  

As far as implications for practice are concerned, the proposed methodology gives practitioners a ready 

to use tool to assess process redesign improvements. Process mining is becoming an increasingly 

mainstream technique for process analysis commonly accepted by practitioners. Forrester, for instance, 

reports in [38] that 75% of interviewed business decision-makers are aware of process mining and are 



using it in their daily routine or planning to use it in the next year. Also, while conducting our case 

studies, we noted an increasing sensibility of executives to understand the evidence provided by process 

mining tools, which facilitated the communication of our results.  

As future works, we plan to work on a tool to support the application of the proposed methodology. 

Furthermore, as an extension of this tool, a method that recommends appropriate best practices based 

on the value of PPIs would also be beneficial. More in detail, process data may be traced continuously, 

i.e., in real-time, and effective best practices may be continuously suggested and assessed considering 

the status of a business process. More case studies should also be conducted to cover a larger set of BPR 

best practices for further validation.  
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